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"I am God, there is no other; I am God, there is none like me." Isaiah 46:8-11.
"I will destroy the names of the idols from the land, so that they will be men-
tioned no more." Zechariah 13:2

Note: This meditation of "gambles" against Monotheism and the True Nature of
God is written as a supplement meditation to the Weekly Meditation "Exams"
posted earlier. In particular, this text largely integrates the teachings in the Exam
entitled "Animation Theology (Intelligent Design With Animation)." While
"Meditation On 'Abominations'" focused on one way of "making an idol false-
god" by lying about what God permits or condemns, this text will focus primarily
on errors against the Singular Existence of God; God's Nature of Existence. It
integrates, however, each of the Scripture quotes in the prior text about "make no
idols for yourselves." Those Scripture quotes apply equally to this current text.

Overview: Understanding the True Nature of the Monotheistic God results in
true doctrine flowing from the natural conclusions about God and His Laws for
mankind. On the other hand, misunderstandings about God's Nature resulted in
idolatrous false-worship, wrongful 'dogmas,' and the rise of 'spiritism' that
resulted in the idolatrous religion of 'ensoulment' -- which is mentioned in Roe v.
Wade as part of its reason to 'legalize' abortion, and caused the murder of millions
of unborn children. That use of 'ensoulment' in Roe v. Wade violated the Bill Of
Rights of the United States Constitution and its express forbiddance of "Estab-
lishment Of A Religion." Moreover, 'spiritism' has resulted in many idolatrous
views about 'heaven,' and the wholesale ignorance about the fact that God in
Scripture promises to "make a new earth" for the good people as our afterlife (re-
drawn, raised, resurrected). This text will examine the Singular Nature of God,
how God creates, and the required doctrine resulting from that clear and under-
standable Nature of God and His creative Mind. It is my hope that from reading
this text the readers becomes truly "monotheists," who are awaiting life on the
"new earth" after this life, and that the readers reject all 'spiritisms' of
'ensoulment' to return to the fact that "human conception is at the moment of
fertilization.." And it is my hope that together we can end Roe v. Wade and its
use of the religions of 'ensoulment' as grounds for its purported 'legalization' of
abortion.

1. The Contract (Covenant)Agreement To Be "Monotheistic."

God offers a Contract, a Covenant Agreement, that has as its First Command to



be Monotheists, worshipping and obeying the only God as God Is, and not tying
to alter or invent different gods we want instead of the Real Exclusive God. "I am
the Lord your God, ... You shall not have other gods beside me. You shall not
make for yourself an idol ..." Exodus 20:2-4; Deuteronomy 5:6-7. "Hear, O Israel!
The Lord is our God, the Lord alone!" Deuteronomy 6:4-6. God repeatedly in
Scripture commands this loyalty to this "only" God, who exists "alone," that
"there is no other," that "there is none like" Him. "I am God, there is no other; I
am God, there is none like me." Isaiah 46:8-11. When you look a Thesauruses
and Dictionaries, you find "none like me" means "none having resemblance to
me." "None as; none equal to." This is the Agreement, the Covenant Contract
God offered: "This day the Lord, your God, is commanding you to obey these
statutes and ordinances. Be careful, then, to observe them with your whole heart
and with your whole being. Today you have accepted the Lord's agreement ...
And today the Lord has accepted your agreement ..." Deuteronomy 26:16-19.
This is language of Contract Law of "offer and acceptance" in the formation of a
valid Contract. This first condition of that "agreement" is the required promise to
be Monotheistic. As we will prove, you cannot make that Agreement if you
worship a 'plurality of divine persons' instead of the only existing True Person of
God; the God who is alone, who has no other like Him. It is that God who made
the earth. "For thus says the Lord, the creator of the heavens, who is God, the
designer and maker of earth who established it, Not as an empty waste did he
create it, but designing it to be lived in: I am the Lord, and there is no other. ...
Turn to me and be safe, all you ends of the earth, for I am God; there is no other!"
Isaiah 45:18-22. "I am the first, I am the last; there in no God but me. Who is like
me? ... Is there any God but me? There is no other Rock, I know of none!" Isaiah
44:6-8. "They are without knowledge who bear wooden idols, who pray to gods
that cannot save." Isaiah 45:20.

2. The Gravest Gambles -- What is a "gamble"?

A "gamble" is basing a decision on what has a very low probability of coming
true, or on that which cannot logically be true, or on that which is therefore
forbidden. It is basing a life decision on an unexplainable alleged 'mystery' about
God -- one that defies logic; something that logic cannot explain properly, or
which God forbid. It is to go against God's First Commandment to instead
worship what you cannot explain, and which cannot be explained because logic
proves it not truthful. This text focuses on four major "gambles" of 'Christianity'
that do not conform to logic: a) 'Triune god,' ('trinity of persons'); b) 'spiritualism'
including 'ensoulment;' c) 'cult of the dead,' and d) 'spiritual' afterlife, as com-
pared instead to the "bodily" afterlife on New Earth promised by God in Scripture
and which conforms to logic. In prior text I wrote about "abominations" to God,
that which God "hates; loathes; abhors; abominates; detests; that which
disgusts God." As an example, "loathe" is defined in March's Thesaurus and
Dictionary as "to abhor; to abominate." In turn, those words mean to "hate" and
"detest," and obviously loathe means also to "disgust." In Scripture God



warned His most strong and stern "hatred" is for sins against Monotheism, and
thus the worst gamble is to accept as true anything at odds with the exclusive
Nature of God as Lone Being. God often warns in Scripture to "be careful" and
"be safe" to follow His Laws exactly, not gamble on what violates the Singular
Person of God.

3. The "Image and Likeness of God."

It says in Scripture that "God created mankind in his image" and thus "in the
image and likeness of God." Genesis 1:26-27. This proof leads into the next
Section on "God is not Spirit - as we thing about 'spirit.'" But here in this Section
I focus on "the image and likeness" of God being "the ability to moral reason and
to think like (as) God thinks," the Creator of human nature. God says in Scripture
that there are "none like" Him, which means "none as" Him, "none resembling"
Him. That is true with regard to God's Singular Nature of Existence. So how can
we be "like" God, "as" God, "resembling" God? We imitate God by thinking
rationally about the world in what we call "moral reasoning;" we are made to
imitate God's own thoughts, God's sensibilities, God's Personality. We are made
to obey God's sense of right versus wrong. This moral reasoning of logical
thinking is what separates human beings from all other creatures. We know that
is what God means by "His image and likeness" because of the Parable of the
serpent and Eve: "But the snake said to the woman: ...'God knows well that when
you eat of [the fruit of the tree] your eyes will be opened and you will be like
gods, who know good from evil.'" Genesis 3:4. This is not a literal tale. But it
makes the point that "like God" means "to know good from evil." To be made in
the image and likeness of God means to be made with that moral reasoning
ability: to learn and know good from evil. It cannot be as many think that 'God
made us spirits as God is spirit,' because as the next Section of this texts proves,
God is "not Spirit" as we often think about 'Spirit.' God has a definite Nature that
we can prove on logic is not what many think about 'spirit.'

4. God is not 'Spirit' as we think about 'Spirit.'

It is an unalterable law of physics for God that "only one thing can occupy a
single space." God occupies the space in which God exists. We can prove
therefore on logic that the only way God can "create" if for God to create in God's
Mind by Mental Imaging (Authoring, Writing, Drawing) all electrons, molecules,
earth, and creatures. We can also prove God is "not almighty" because God
cannot cause God to cease to exist; God cannot cause God's own death. God
Exists therefore because of some certain laws of physics that God cannot alter
and that hold God in Existence. That means that God is a creature of some
physical order -- natural law of physics in God's world -- that cause God to Exist.
He is not the master of those laws of physics, but is determined by them.
Therefore, God has a Body, a Nature that is dependent upon natural laws that
God did not author. God is a creature of those primal physics laws. That is



different from the laws of mathematical physics God designed for our world, that
God animates (authors, draws, writes) in God's Mind for us. We are talking
instead about the primal laws of physics in God's world that shape and hold God
in Existence -- before He ever designed any created world of physics laws He
decided upon. What is important here is that because God cannot cause God to
die, God lives because of natural forces other than God. God cannot be 'spirit' as
we thought about 'spirit.' God has a physics Body; a shape. A size. A Body
dependent on those natural laws also "cannot be Infinite." God cannot be larger
than those laws permit that create and hold God in Existence.

No being can be "infinite." It is not physically possible. A being as God must
have a definite Body, a Name Shape, a Body chemistry and physics. God's Body
is also God's Mind. God Thinks. He reasons, mental images, draws in His Mind.
That is how God creates. He does not have muscles and joints to move His
Body. He is motionless, held in Existence by that force of Nature that created
Him, and only able to Think. That is how God animates (writes, draws, authors)
all creation history. God is a writer. He designs in His mind each creature, and He
animates that creature with His Mind, drawing (authoring) each thought and
movement. He does the same for each electron and molecule. God is a stationary
Being who Thinks. God does not flow and move 'like a breeze or wind' -- as some
thought about 'spirit.' Instead God writes the movement of the breeze or wind
with God's Mind, and we only perceive that breeze or wind when God writes
(authors) our sensory perceptions of the breeze or wind. God cannot feel His
Body; He cannot feel Himself. He Thinks. And Creates. Nor can anyone 'feel
God's presence.' God cannot be felt by the creatures God creates. God honestly
cannot write that we 'feel' Him present at all.

Honest religion, therefore, is not about 'spiritual senses of God's presence,' but
instead about honest obedience to God and His Laws, and thus honest relation-
ship with God. An honest dialogue with the God who created human nature. An
honest friendship with God. We are made to reason "like" God and thus to be his
little friends, sharing His sensibilities about creation and right versus wrong; His
"image and likeness." Many have gone astray because of 'sensory' tests God
draws, by not relying on logical thought, but instead being lured by 'sensory
pleasures,' or 'sensory paranormals' about 'God's presence.' We will talk about
"Tests" and "sensory Testing of God" in a later Section of this text. In that
Section we discuss how God warns in Scripture that He will "test the person" to
"see if they want to really Love and thus obey God at all hours, or if they will
instead be lured away to disobey God's Laws." Love is obedience to God's
Laws; not going after 'sensory paranormal.' Finally, while we have proven that
God is "not spirit" as we think of 'spirit,' it needs to be said that as a logical
conclusion of that and God's physical Nature that God cannot design nor invent
'spirit.' It is not creatable as it would have no definite body. An important
conclusion from this is that, as stated above, mankind cannot be 'spirit,' and thus
cannot have a 'spiritual soul,' not a 'spiritual home.' There cannot exist any



'spiritual afterlife,' nor therefore any 'spiritual heaven.' Instead God promised to
"make a new earth" for our awaited afterlife.

5. The New Earth Is OurAfterlife.

In Scripture there are three types of 'afterlives' that are purported, each contra-
dicting the other: a) bodily afterlife, as Enoch and Elijah who were taken up
"bodily;" b) 'spiritual afterlife;' and c) "the New Earth" where God will re-draw
(raise, resurrect) us bodily. In Genesis and 2 Kings we read about Enoch and
Elijah taken bodily to their afterlife. "Enoch walked with God, and he was no
longer here, for God took him." Genesis 5:21-24. The NAB annotation to that
passage states that Elijah was also "taken alive to God's abode." The Scripture
says: "Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind ..." 2 Kings 2:11 The point is they
must have a "bodily" afterlife. As to 'spiritual afterlife' we already proved it
cannot exist, and will discuss that further in later Sections of this text. Rather,
what I want to emphasize in this Section is the type of afterlife that conforms to
logical thought, that can be designed, and which God promised in Scripture, that
being on the "New Earth." "See, I am creating new heavens and a new earth; the
former things shall not be remembered nor come to mind. ... No infant shall die ...
The wolf and the lamb shall pasture together, and the lion shall eat hay like the
ox. ... For see, the Lord will come in fire, ... like a stormwind; To wreak his anger in
burning rage and his rebuke in fiery flames ... Just as the new heavens and the
new earth which I am making." Isaiah 65:17-25; 66:15-22. And even Christians
believe God will make a "new earth" for the good people to have as our afterlife.
"Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth. The former heaven and the former
earth has passed away." Revelations 21:1.

This conforms to the ancient Jewish belief about the end time when all persons
will be raised (re-drawn, resurrected) from the dead -- "from the dust where they
sleep." "... everyone who is found written in the book. Many of those who sleep
in the dust of the earth shall awake; Some to everlasting life, others to reproach
and everlasting disgrace." Daniel 12:1-2. And on the New Earth there will not be
any violations of the moral law, nor violations of the law of physics -- therefore
no "tests" and "no temptations" and "no miracles." There will be no sin. God
will not author any "tests" nor "miracles" that might be used to lure a person
away from full obedience to God; but all will be animated (authored) at all times to
obey fully each and every letter of all of God's Laws. There will be no 'appari-
tions,' no 'spirits,' no 'angels,' no 'spiritual sensory paranormal,' and thus no
'locutions,' no 'bi-locations;' nothing that violates the laws of physics will be
drawn on New Earth. All will hear God externally, as speaking to any other
person, much as Moses heard and spoke with God. Remember, your definite
designed physical "body" is you sole (soul) exclusive proprietary copyright
existence now, and later on New Earth. That is your future. There is no 'spiritual-
ized heaven.' There is only the real law of physics New Earth which we await.



6. Tests From GodAbout 'Angels,' 'Ghosts,' 'Spiritual,' and 'Cult Of The Dead.'

God has no equal, no rival, nothing to tempt and test His creatures to see if they
really at all times want to obey God's Laws, or instead can be lured away to sin
against God and God's Laws. God designs "tests" which are reported in Scrip-
ture. "Moses answered the people, 'Do not be afraid, for God has come only to
test you and put the fear of him upon you so you do not sin.'" Exodus 20:20.
And God confesses in Scripture to making miracles of "signs and wonders" that
are "tests," even for ungodly persons who acts as witches and mediums and
false-prophets and dreamers. "If ... the sign or wonder foretold to (by the false-
prophet or dreamer) comes to pass, do not listen to the word of that prophet or
dreamer, for the Lord, your God, is testing you ..." Deuteronomy 13:2-5. And
God confesses in Scripture to coming in disguise as the "deceiver," who "de-
ceives" false-prophets. "As for the prophet, if he speaks deceiving words, I the
Lord am the one who deceives that prophet." Ezekiel 14:9. As we have dis-
cussed, all 'spirits' cannot be designed, they are not creatable. God cannot
design 'angels,' no 'spirits,' 'ghosts,' nor 'spiritual souls,' and not even God is
'spirit.' God has a law of physics Body. God tests persons in disguises as
'angels,' and 'ghosts,' and 'dead souls,' in false 'apparitions,' etc.

Yet God commands us not to seek, no consult, nor be tempted and lured away by
those 'spirits.' "Let there not be found among you anyone who ... consults
ghosts and spirits, or seeks oracles from th dead. Anyone who does such things
is an abomination to the Lord, and because of such abominations the Lord, your
God is dispossessing (ex communicating) them before you. You must be
altogether sincere with the Lord, your God." Deuteronomy 18:10-13. Perhaps the
easiest case to prove that 'spirits' or 'apparitions of the dead' are actually God
coming in disguise to "test" you is the case of Saul seeking a medium spiritist to
'conjure up the ghost of Samuel.' In 1 Samuel 28 and 31 we read a tale of Saul
disobeying God's commandment to not attempt to 'seek consult from the dead.'
In Samuel 28 Saul seeks a medium woman to conjure up the 'spirit' of Samuel, a
then well known saint of the Jews who had died recently. Saul wanted advice
from the dead Samuel, against God's Law. When the woman 'conjured up Samuel'
the 'spirit of Samuel appeared' and spoke to Saul and told Saul that because he,
Saul, had disobeyed God's Law and sought to conjure up the dead, God would
take Saul's life and also the kill Saul's sons. In 1 Samuel 31 that came true when
God authored the Philistines to take the lives of Saul and his sons. What is
important about this story is that Samuel was a dead saint. A deceased holy man
of God. We can prove that God would not allow any deceased saint of God to be
'conjured' up by a witch medium. But there is more. We know there cannot be
'spiritual souls,' so the entire even was God in disguise "testing" Saul, and Saul
failed, so God took his life and the lives of his sons. We can prove on logic that
all 'apparitions' of dead persons are hoaxes. They are God testing the earth.
Another more recent case is the example of 'apparitions of the virgin Mary in
Medjugorje' to one of the 'visionaries' named Mirjana. I have been there and



seen Mirjana twice, once staying at her house with a group. Mirjana had the
experience of an 'apparition of Mary' that told her one thing, and then when it
vanished, another 'apparition of Mary' immediately appeared saying, "The first
apparition was the devil in disguise." But there is no real 'devil' -- it is not
designable. Rather, God has no equal, no one to test the people if they would
really love God by obeying God's Laws even when 'tempted' and 'tested.' So God
invented a false-devil that is used by God to "test" the earth. And in any event,
it is God who would be authoring (drawing) any alleged 'apparition' of Mary, thus
we know on thought that it cannot be the real Mary in either instance.

Finally, there cannot exist any 'communion of spirits,' no 'communion of saints,'
nor any 'unitives (unions) with God. God cannot design those; they are all
hoaxes, used to tempt and test the earth. Instead, God can and does have
relationship of conversation with a person; but not 'unitive' with that person,
since God cannot write (cannot author) any way to 'share or co-mingle His Divine
Self Nature' with any other persons. The Author (Drawer) cannot create a way to
give or share Himself with a person other than a direct and honest relationship of
conversation with Him. There does not exist any 'spiritual' anything. Your body
is your sole (soul).

7. TestsAbout The Command To Be "Monotheistic."

We established that God does author and design "tests" for the earth. The
purpose is to see if you will rely on logical thinking and be loyal to God and His
every commandment, especially the First Command to be Monotheistic. That
First Commandment is most important to God, and therefore we can conclude
that God would have designed some "tests" for people to be exposed to which
would test whether they would be loyal, or instead lured away to false-gods,
false-theology. There are three ways that God could design "tests" about
"Monotheism," and those are: a) testing whether you would dare believe that
God is 'more than one person;' b) testing whether you would dare believe that
'there is more than one God, but many gods;' and c) testing whether you would
lie about God and what God likes versus what God hates. For the last one of
those, see "Meditations On 'Abominations.'" This Section will focus on the first
of those, namely the fiction that 'God is a plurality of three persons.' There are
several blatant problems with the 'dogma' of the 'trinity.' One is the fact God
cannot be 'infinite,' as we already discussed. The Christian 'dogma' of the 'triune
persons as one God' is entirely dependent on God 'being infinite.' We will
discuss that shortly. But there is another blatant problem, and that is God's Mind
Speed, the speed at which God can Think is limited by the physical laws from
which God is made and that hold God in Existence. God has a finite Brain Speed.
Unfathomably fast. But not 'infinite speed,' and that means that God can only
create creatures of certain size and variables. God, we said, has to create real
definite designed math machine creatures, having real chemistry variable and
brains and bodies -- all of their working parts make it so that God's animation of



them is "creating" real math creatures; not God merely playing games with
imaginary fictional 'creatures.' It is much the same thing as designing real
artificial intelligence "life." If the machine is not complex enough, there is not
"creation" of an independent math program "life." But God also cannot create
something very large, let alone something 'equal in image to God Self.' God must
limit the size of His creatures, and this fact also proves that God cannot invent an
enormous large expansive 'Son,' -- let alone something 'infinite' in size; for God is
not 'infinite.' The Christian 'dogma' of the 'triune God' of 'three persons being one
God' depends entirely on false logic that 'God is infinite and that when an infinite
being thinks of (reflects upon) Himself, that 'reflection' of Self automatically is
another 'person' -- 'the son,' who is 'the infinite image of the Father.' It is absurd!
The biggest gamble. We have already shown God is not infinite. Moreover,
thoughts about Self cannot be a 'separate person.' Nor do Christians explain
logically how there are 'three persons' of a 'trinity,' merely saying that the 'holy
spirit proceeds from the infinite love of the Father for the Son, and the Son for
the Father.' It makes no logical sense, and cannot be explained as such. It is a
gamble against Monotheism. God could, however, create a "son," but only that
which God's real size and real thought speed processes can create -- and it would
not be the false dogma of "the Word." Such a "son" would not be infinite, and
would not be divine. He would be a creature, and in all likelihood would have a
size comparable to actual creatures -- because God must design an actual math
body and math intelligence program for such a "son." We can conclude, there is
no such large machine "son." There is only God and His creatures.

Remember, an expansive non-math body, an expansive non-math program 'son,
would merely be God playing games with God's Self with an imaginary hoax 'son,'
as a child plays games with an imaginary 'friend.' That is not a "son;" nor is it
"creating." A final thought for this section, the catholic recited 'Creed' about this
in an oxymoron, as it negates itself by its own wording. It says "eternally
begotten, not made." "Eternally begotten" is an oxymoron, as "eternal" means
"time without beginning," and "begotten" ("to beget") means "created,"
"generated," "to cause to come into existence." The words self-negate them-
selves. And in any event, we know on logic that God is made of certain laws of
primal physics that hold God in Existence, whether God wants to Exist or not.
Hence, God cannot be "from time without beginning." God had a beginning.
And therefore his 'son' -- if one existed -- could not be "eternal," let alone
"eternally begotten." And "begotten, not made" is also oxymoronic. It negates
itself, because "begotten" means to be "created," "made."

8. All 'Incarnations'Are Hoaxes;AsAre 'Redeemer' and 'Resurrection.'

If God stopped animating (authoring) us into existence, we would all vanish. The
same is true of any 'son,' he would be a product (created, generated, made) of
God's Mind, who if God stopped animating him into existence, he also would
vanish -- if he existed, but he does not. God cannot invent a way to change His



primal substance to become something different, let alone find a way to change
His substance permanently. It cannot exist. One addition "test" about loyalty to
monotheism, therefore, is God testing the earth on whether some of its people
would dare believe that God changed His Substance to 'become something
different' -- to become 'incarnate.' In the case of Christianity, its 'dogma' is that
God became an incarnate 'man.' Again, so deifying any person, as Jesus, who
claimed to be 'God incarnate,' is a violation of the First Commandment and is idol
worship. The worst violations of the First Commandment include a person
claiming to be 'God.' It is blasphemous; idolatry. We can prove on logic that
God cannot be 'incarnate.' God is the Author of creatures, God draws them and
all creation. The Drawer cannot be drawn. The Author cannot write Himself to
be a different Body than His real Body physics in the primal world in which God
Exists. He cannot draw or write Himself to become something different; He
cannot draw Himself to become a 'man.' Jesus cannot be God. We can knowing
this now read John 1 and prove it to be a hoax.

John 1:1-5, 14 reads: "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God. All things came
to be through him, and without him nothing came to be. What came to be
through him was life, and this life was the light of the human race ... And the
Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us." This is a "test" against
monotheism. It cannot be true, as we have proven. As to the 'dogma' of 'resur-
rection,' it also cannot be true. Jesus claimed to be 'God,' and that he, Jesus, has
"the authority to lay down his life, and to take it up again to life." That is heresy.
First, God draws (authors, writes) all created world existence. The proper word for
being raised from the dead is actually "re-drawn" to life -- as will be done on the
New Earth. God draws it. God draws a person dies. And then God draws a
person alive again.

God is not a 'life force' -- God cannot share His Existence Life with others. He
created life, but cannot share His Life Existence. He cannot share His primal law
of physics Life with any other. There are some who believe that 'God is a life
force that raises persons from the dead by placing His life back into a dead
person.' That is heresy. Jesus could not claim to have the power to lay down his
life and to restore himself to life. Nor is it 'resurrection,' but instead 're-drawn' to
life. Finally, as to the 'dogma' of 'redeemer,' it also cannot exist. Remember, if God
stopped animating us into existence, we would vanish, as would any 'son.' We
are created by God, who animates all our motion and thoughts, based on a life
program -- much like artificial math intelligence designed 'life' -- and thus we have
no real absolute 'free-will.' We have math designed "simulated free-will.' We
have the best artificial simulated 'free-will' programs that can be invented, for we
are designed and authored by the Master, God. An intellect like no other. A 'son'
being drawn (animated) by God would have no more 'free-will' than any other
creature. Without true absolute "free-will" being able to be designed by God,
there cannot be real "atonements." Therefore, there cannot be real 'redeemer,' no



'co-redeemers,' nor 'cooperation with the redeemer.' Those are entirely hoaxes.
The 'dogma' of 'holy redeemer' cannot exist. Jesus cannot 'atone' for another. He
cannot 'redeem' another. Jesus cannot protect you from having to obey each and
all of God's Laws. Jesus cannot 'save' you from God's anger. We will discuss
briefly in a later section the subject of the afterlife and also of Hell and whether
there exists any 'everlasting punishment' when there is no absolute real 'free-will,'
but God draws (animates, authors) all of our existence. We have already seen that
"God tests persons" as to their loyalty to God, despite the fact we do not
actually have absolute real 'free-will,' but have instead "simulated free-will" math
program created existence. But "everlasting punishment" in a 'Hell' when there
cannot exist true 'free-will' seems no logical; it would not be a "Good God" who
punished forever for sins which God actually drew (animated, authored). God
draws all.

9. All 'Religions' That Begin With The 'Apparition' OfAn 'Angel'Are Hoax
Religions.

I here refer to a summary paragraph about this in "Animation Theology,"
particularly Sections 6 and 51, which read: "There is nothing 'spiritual' because
God is not 'spirit,' and God cannot create 'spiritual souls.' Spirit would have no
definite body. It cannot be designed. Our body is our sole (soul) proprietary
copyright existence. All 'spiritual' is hoax. It is as tests. There are no ghosts.
There are no spirits. There are no spiritual souls. All those are hoaxes, tests of
our honesty." (Section 6). "There are no angels. Any time a 'religion' begins with
the 'apparition of an angel,' we know without any doubt it is a hoax religion."
(Section 51). Many of today's 'religions' commenced with the 'apparition of an
angel.' For example, Muslims claim the 'angel Gabriel appeared repeatedly to
Mohammed' to teach him God's laws. The Mormons claim 'the angel Moroni
appeared to Smith and gave him a book, and a history, with laws from God.' But
the primary example is Christianity, which believes it commenced when 'the angel
Gabriel appeared to Mary telling her she would conceive the son of God.'

Luke 1:26-35 reads: "In the sixth month, the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a
town of Galilee called Nazareth, to a virgin ... [whose] name was Mary. And
coming to her, he said ... 'Behold, you will conceive in your womb and bear a son,
and you shall name him Jesus. He will be great and will be called the Son of the
Most High ... The holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Most
High will overshadow you. Therefore the child to be born will be called holy, the
Son of God." We have already proved that God is not 'Spirit.' And there is no
'triune persons of God,' and no 'third person holy Spirit.' And there are no
'angels.' All spiritual 'apparitions' are "tests." This is perhaps the greatest "test,"
the gravest gamble, against Monotheism in the world -- the belief that God has a
'son' 'incarnate' by 'the power of the holy Spirit' over a virgin. It is a seductive
"test" because it appeals to a sense of mankind to have a God who understands
our human condition. But that also is false logic, because God does know and



understand our human condition to the minutest of details, molecular, bodily,
hourly, daily he draws all facets of our lives. However, that Drawer cannot be
drawn as a 'man.' It is impossible.

10. The End Of The Fictional 'Dogma' Of 'Ensoulment,'And How Roe v. Wade
Violated The Establishment Clause.

When I used to believe in 'spiritual,' I at least knew there could not exist a
separate moment when a child is conceived at fertilization from when a 'child is
ensouled with a spiritual soul.' I knew it had to happen all at once; that there
cannot be two things that are one thing, and that a child could not after fertiliza-
tion (conception) have some later point at which it becomes possessed
(ensouled) with a spirit. That is illogical, and is two things -- not one singular
created human person. Yet then I realized there still would be two things, not one
person, two lives, not one: a conceived bodily child, and a conceived spirit soul.
Again, it made no sense. It is a math reality and even a limit to God's creative
abilities that "two things cannot be one same thing; a body and soul paradigm
cannot be "one created child." Then I realized in prayer that our physical body is
our sole (soul, exclusive) existence -- our sole proprietary copyright life. It is that
copyright that God must honor as our created "self." We are created at the
moment of conception of our body (soul) at fertilization. Our body is our soul.
And as we grow and gain experience (memories), God keeps track of all our data,
all our life experience, and will re-draw (raise, resurrect) us on the New Earth with
all those memories (all that data).

We will exist "bodily," not a some 'spirit.' And on the New Earth there will be no
'spirits,' and there will be no more "tests, trials, and temptation." God will not
there draw any more sin. It will be as God's repentance, when God authors the
end of all sin, and the end of all sickness. You were conceived at fertilization, a
body, to one day live as your body on that New Earth. As to the heresy of
'ensoulment,' those who sought to 'legalize' the abortion of unborn children used
that fiction of 'ensoulment' to argue that 'a child is not conceived at fertilization,
but instead at some later trimester when God ensouls them with a spiritual soul.'
It is hoax. Roe v. Wade mentions the 'dogma' of spirtual 'ensoulment' to justify
'legalizing' abortion. It is an oxymoron. 'Ensoulment' cannot exist. There is not
possible the paradigm of a child conceived at single cell at fertilization who does
not somehow become 'human conception' until some much later point -- some
'trimester' -- when God infuses a 'spiritual soul' into the child making him or her
'human.' Again, this is nonsense!

It is a 'Religion' against the True Religion of God. Much as the "Implantationism
Schism" I wrote about in "Meditation On 'Abominations,'" they also made the
'Ensoulment Religion' out of selfish manipulative desire to find a way to 'legalize'
the murder of unborn children in the womb. Make no mistake, it is a Religion! It
is a Schism against the Real Laws of God and how God creates a human child at



fertilization. Any attempts to re-define human conception to "implantation," or
even later to some fictional date of 'ensoulment' are both Religions against God.
And the Supreme Court's use of the religion of 'ensoulment' in Roe v. Wade
therefore violates the Establishment Clause of the Bill Of Rights of the United
States Constitution. The only definition of "human conception" that does not
violate the Establishment Clause is the "bodily" definition of "human conception
at fertilization, when there is no longer the egg cell of the woman, nor the sperm
cell of the man, but a new created unique human child." The solution to ending
abortion is to end all spiritisms -- especially the heresy of 'ensoulment.'
Spiritisms lead to the errant belief that 'man is other than mere body, but rather a
spirit.' And those errors all contribute to the heresy of 'ensoulment,' which leads
to abortion. The answer is returning to the fundamental truth that we are drawn
(authored, designed and written) by God with copyright existence at the moment
of conception at fertilization. Our 'soul' is our "body."

11. AFew Closing ThoughtsAbout God.

God knows time. Before God created the universe, God sat and thought. God
knew God could not alter God's Existence, He could not cause His own death, but
is dependent upon the laws of physics that make Him Exist and hold him in
Existence. Those laws make God round. That is God's Name Shape: Round. A
very large, bigger than the universe created Being, who designed all the laws of
physics we know in the universe, our world, to mimic the objective real laws of
physics which made God and hold God in Existence. For that reason, God knew
that gravitational force would make round bodies -- i.e., the universe, the stars,
and the planets. Before creating the universe, God knew time as God's "speed of
thinking." The "perceived changes in God's thoughts; the speed at which God
can think." God cannot change time, but is a creature of laws of physics. God
cannot change those primal laws of physics, so God knows time, and is not
outside of time, but is dependent upon the linear space time of the laws of
physics that hold Him in Existence.

When God created the universe, God's animation of the universe also is limited to
linear space time. There are "tests" against loyalty to that fundamental truth
about God which instead purport that "God invented time, and God can manipu-
late and alter time, and go back or forward in time." Those are all hoaxes; tests.
God can test you about that by writing scripted appearance that He is 'outside of
time,' such as by knowing what He will draw (write) in the future and then linear
space time drawing exactly that. If you hear that 'God foresaw the future,' that is
hoax. Rather, God knew what God wanted to author (write) in the future and
announced it. Then God linear space time drew it to come true in the future,
without ability to foresee the future. God is stuck in time. God cannot foresee
the future any more than we can. But God can draw "tests" about that, and does,
as when God announced there would be World Wars and then they were later
linear space time drawn by God to come true. Do not be deceived when you see



foretelling of the future and its comes true. God did not do it by 'foreseeing the
future.' God drew it in linear space time.

As to the Round Nature of God, there is an important point to make. God is not
any gender; not female, nor male. God is His own Specie, and has no gender.
But God has a Name Shape, and we are created in God's Round Bossom (Body,
Mind) as a child in a mother's round womb. God has a Maternal Name Shape, a
Maternal Nature when creating creatures. We often call God the "Father of
creation," but it is equally, if not more true that God is the "Mother of all crea-
tures." A Round Mother Name Shape. Mother O. Finally, as to 'everlasting
punishments' in a 'hell' when there is no real free-will, as we stated earlier, would
not be a "Good God." Yes, while God "tests" persons, and warns of 'hell' if you
disobey God, there, in my mind, cannot be everlasting Hell for any person. First,
because we have no absolute real free-will. Secondly, because God has promised
a "New Earth," and therefore to end all 'hell' when God creates the New Earth.
Third, I believe that for most people, as Daniel alluded to, will be "re-drawn" on
New Earth to live anew, without having experience any passage of time from
when they die, to when they are as Daniel wrote "awake" again on New Earth.
They will merely not exist in the between time. God will remember them and will
re-draw (raise, resurrect) them. That is why poets in Scripture wrote "they sleep
in the dust" after death, but at the end time they will "awake."

It is my belief that there will be no more 'Hell' when God creates the New Earth,
when God will not draw any more punishments and no more sin. There will be no
more "testings," and no more "idolatries," and all will know and obey the True
Doctrine of God's Nature. One final thought about "just punishment," while it
makes no sense to punish forever persons who had no real free-will, God has a
right and did command that His people "purge the sinners from among God's
people," i.e., to "cut them off from the community." As stated in Deuteronomy,
"Thus shall you purge the evil from your midst." Deuteronomy 13:6. The
purpose of such "purge" is to prevent those who failed God's "tests" and sinned
from causing others to sin with them. It is a different type of punishment, one
with a just purpose. And while you may not agree with the "death penalties"
God warns of in Scripture, the strong language God uses makes it clear that, at a
minimum, such persons are "cut off from the community (ex communicated)" who
commit sins which are grave offences against God. Yet at the time of Jesus, the
sin for claiming to be 'God' was "death." Whatever you feel about the death
penalty, the Jews took serious any idolatries against the Monotheistic rights of
God. To me, it makes no sense to give the "death penalty" when there is no real
free-will, except to prevent and deter others from also sinning, as God states in
Scripture to "purge the evil from among the people."

I end with this prayer: "God, we know there cannot be a 'spiritual heaven,' and
that you have designed and make us your creatures to live anew on New Earth.
May all the world learn your True Nature and how you create us daily, and be



prepared to live with you on your New Earth one day. And may you end all
'spiritualizations,' especially end the idolatry of 'ensoulment,' and protect and
give birth to each unborn child you create at the moment of conception at
fertilization.Amen."


